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Impact of the Governor's appeal in the state:  

       People of all religions united to defeat Corona,  

 Light of collective harmony came out from every house hold in the state, 

         Governor expressed his gratitude to the people, 

Governor holds a candle for 9 minutes and meditated for the prosperity and the 

good health of the people of the state 

 

Jaipur, 05
th

 April: On the appeal of the  Prime Minister and subsequently by Governor 

Shri Kalraj Mishra, Citizens  holds the candle, lamp, mobile and torch for 9 Minutes at 

09:00 pm and illuminated  every courtyard. 

He said that “It seems like people of all religions has united in unifying with the 

collective harmony in order to defeat the darkness of Corona from the state. With the 

light of collective harmony with solidarity, it has brought a new era of integrity of the 

nation.” 

The Governor, Mr. Kalraj Mishra along with his family, hold a candle in his hand at the 

entrance of the main building in his residence and for the whole nine minutes,  he 

meditated for the prosperity and peace of the people of the state. 

The Governor said that residents of the country has taken an active participation on the 

call of the Prime Minister and followed the rules of social distancing. Shri Kalraj 

Mishra said that this brought collective power and it will prove to be an effective step in 

maintaining the mental strength of the global epidemic. 

Governor Shri Kalraj Mishra said that people have taken commendable initiative. 

People of all religions and all castes, together, have considered the interests of the 

country to be paramount. The Governor has expressed his gratitude to the residents for 

this solidarity. He said that prevention is the only effective way to get rid of the 

epidemic like Corona. The Governor said that the residents have shown endurance in 

this crisis, for which i extremely grateful. 
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